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NEW ISSUES WITH ASSIGNED YEOMAN NUMBERS

(The catalog numbers assigned to new issues
published here are supplied by special ar-
rangement with "Current Coins of the World"
published and copyrighted by Western Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., Whitman Publishing Div.,
Racine, Wise., USA. No further use of
these catalog numbers in any other publi-
cation is authorized.
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GREAT BRITAIN
YA137 1 Sovereign 1974, Gold

GUINEA
Y8 50 Cauris 1971; Aluminum ( 19mm)
Y9 1 Syli 1971; Aluminum (22mm)
Y10 2 Sylis 1971; Aluminum (25mm)
Yll 5 Sylis 1971; Aluminum

(
28mm)

(Note: The 5 Sylis was previously
reported as y8 in earlier NIB)

MEXICO
YA90 10 Pesos 1974, Cupro-nickel (30.4mm)

MOROCCO
Apparently there has been a recent currency
reform, as the smaller coins are denomin-
ated in "centimes". Therefore, all new
issues reported since the last edition of
CCW are tentatively renumbered as follows:

j

Y58 5 Centimes 1974, Brass, FAO Coinage
Y59 10 Centimes 1974, Brass, FAO Cge.

y6o 20 Centimes 1974, Brass (23mm)
y6 i 50 Centimes 1974, Nickel
Y62 1 Dirham 1974, Nickel

NEW CALEDONIA
Y5a 10 Francs 1972, Nickel, I.E.O.M.
Y6a 20 Francs 1972, Nickel, I.E.O.M.
Y7a 50 Francs 1972, Nickel, I.E.O.M.

TONGA
Yl8a 1 Seniti 1974, Brass -
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DALLAS CHAPTER PROGRAM AND MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

One Hundred Twenty-eighth meeting of
NUMISMATICS INTERNATIONAL (Dallas Chapter)
Wednesday, February 19; 1975; 7:30 P.M.

Republic Savings and Loan Assoc. Building
(Community Room - East Side of Building)

63OO East Mockingbird Lane
DALLAS, TEXAS, USA

PROGRAM: "The John K. Graves Reference
Collection"

SPEAKER: Carl Young
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INSIDE N.l.
MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

February 1975 Applications for Membership : The following persons
have applied for membership. If no written objections are received
by March 1, 1975; their membership will become effective that date.

(MT = Will Trade by Mail)

1093

-

MT Donald L. Ruge, Sr., 215 Pike St., Dunkirk, N.Y. 14048

(Gt. Britain, Germany Pre-1850 , Holy Roman, Medieval)
1094-

MT Edward A. Coyne, Box 18563 , Boston, Mass. 02118
(Numismatic Errors and Research)

1095 Kerry D. Erickson, ll8l Oakes Blvd, San Leandro, Calif.

94577 -- (Russia, Canada, England, France, Germany,

Australia, Ancient Greek and Roman)

1096

-

MT Albert Hoch, 32665 Lake Road, Avon Lake, Ohio 44012
(Oriental Coins and Amulets)

1097

-

MT John T. Pasqualino, 27 E. First St., East Stroudsburg,
Pa. 183OI -- (France, Ottoman Empire, Sassanian, Ancient

and Medieval)

1098

-

MT Joann Deatherage, M-D.
(Gold, India, Asia, Islam)

1099

-

MT George Story, 3201 N. Monroe, Hutchinson, Kan. 67501
(Czarist Russia Coinage)

1100

-

MT Larry Thomas, 7 Seventh Ave., Haverfill, Mass. OI83O
(World Types)

1101 Charilaos Tolias , 1 Spetson Street, Athens TT801, Greece

1102

-

MT William Zimmerman, P. 0. Box 24, Loch Sheldrake, N. Y.

12759 -- (World Types)

1103-

MT Warren 0. Davis, P. 0. Box 1, Miami, Fla. 33163
(Worly Types and Currency)

1104-

MT Michael Dawes, c/o Lucky Penny, Inc., 1501 Linwood,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73106 -- (Dealer in World Coins)

1105-

MT Pierre D- Genier, P. 0. Box 20, 8058 Zurich, Switzerland
(British World and Swiss)

REINSTATEMENT : The following member has complied with the By-Laws
and is hereby reinstated to full membership:

0719-MT Wheeler Drew, Route 5; Mineral Springs Rd., Darlington,
S. C. 29532 -- (Crowns of the World)
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NEW MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK AND LIST OF BENEFITS AVAILABLE IN
NI MEMBERSHIP : Enclosed with this month's mailing is one copy of
the newly printed Membership Application Blank. We are sending
each member this one copy and want to advise that additional copies
are available on request. It is being sent for two reasons:

1) The blank has been expanded to allow for a list of Benefits
Available with Numismatics International Membership. It
was felt that all members might want to be brought up to
date on their NI Membership Benefits and would like to
keep this blank on file.

2) Should you not want to keep it on file, it is available
for you to pass on to a fellow numismatic friend who might
care to apply for membership in NI. As stated above,

additional copies for this purpose are available on request.

You will note that this new style form is arranged so that the
application portion may be detached without disturbing the other
information on benefits and publications available.

DONATIONS REPORT

We wish to acknowledge receipt of the following donations since the

last report:

Name
Donation and
Stated Value Preference of Use

Milt Blackburn 18 coins (NVS) NI Reference Collection

Kenneth D. Borkowski $1.00 Cash NI Bulletin Fund

W. B. Butterworth 1 coin (NVS) NI Reference Collection

Richard H. Densley $5-00 Cash General Fund

Gerald Easton $5.00 Cash General Fund

Luigi Ghiara 1 coin (100 Lire) NI Reference Collection

David Herman $5*00 Cash General Fund

Albert Hoch 2 coins ($10.00) NI Reference Collection

Mrs. Edw. D. Jackson $10.00 Cash NI Bulletin Fund

H. D. Lawrence $10.00 Cash General Fund

Jack E. Lewis $100.00 Cash Publication Fund

David E. Lubin Slide Projector-NVS NI Library

Robert L. Mahr $5.00 Cash NI Bulletin Fund

Leon W. Mooers $5.00 Cash General Fund

Wm. F. Ome $2.00 Cash General Fund

Heinrich Reimer $5*00 Cash General Fund

Richard W. Saxen $5*00 Cash General Fund

Wilbur Shelton $1.00 Cash General Fund

William L. Spencer $2.00 Cash General Fund

John B. Trible, M-D. $10.00 Cash General Fund

Chris R. Wilken, Jr. 705 coins ($87 . 65 ) NI Reference Collection

William Zimmerman 157 coins ($64. 60) NI Reference Collection

Correction - January Listing:

George Hansen, Jr. $5*00 Cash General Fund

(Previously reported as George Houser, Jr . , in error.)

(NVS = No Cash Value Stated by Donor)
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT

Grateful acknowledgement is being made to those members listed

below who have so kindly donated numismatic items to the NI

Library:

Dr. N. Greenwald
R. S. Yeoman, Catalog of Modem World Coins , Third, Seventh

and Ninth Editions
H. Schulman, Chinese Antique Jade

C. L. Krause and C. Mishler, Catalog of World Coins , 1972
Edition

R. S. Yeoman, Guide Book of U. S. Coins, 23rd Edition
R. S. Yeoman, Current Coins of the World , Fourth Edition
K. Jaeger, Konigreich Preuben, 1797-1873
P. Seaby, Standard Catalogue of British Coins, 1968 Edition
Constitution and By-Laws of the American Numismatic Society,

1972
0. P. Eklund, Copper Coins of German States
K. Jaeger, Hannover and Braunschweig, 1813
l8 Auction Catalogs

Tom Melody
E. A. Naxomob, Moneta Gruzii

The above references, and all other references published previous-
ly in these reports, and in the 197^ Edition of the NI Library List,

are available for 30-day loan periods. Copies of the 197^ NI
Library List may be obtained upon request direct to the Librarian
(see page J)b for address).

Carl Young, Librarian

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

David Schecter's article "Numisma Cypriotica" (NIB, Nov. 197^ P*

322) seems to require many corrections, amendments, etc. In order
to put down all the mistakes, my letter would be longer than the
article. Please see T. J. Fitikide's article in World Coins , April
197^> pp.659 ff. "Franks Issue Hoards of Cyprus Coins". Here are
some further points: The Ottomans were already in Europe in 1362
(occupation of Adrianople = Edime). Before the occupation of the
island by Richard I, it belonged to Byzantium. The Turks were not
in possession of the island before 1571* The sultan in 1571 was
Selim II. The bezant was in general a gold coin like the solidus,
and not a silver coin.

Samuel Lachman
Haifa, Israel

EDITOR’S CORNER

REPRINTS -- Just a word that reprints of interesting articles from
old publications are welcome by the editorial staff. You probably
have noted several reprints in the past months (see feature article
in this issue) as we are having difficulty in filling 32 pages each
month with original works donated by the membership.
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ANARCHISM AND NUMISMATICS : Prior to World War One militant anarch-
ists in several English cities stamped "Vive l'Anarchie" across
the King’s profile on the coinage.

Submitted by Patrick Hogan

PROPOSED CARD FOR THE N-I. COIN CARD FILE

By Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr.

This is the initial report on preparing a NI Master Card File -

see the introduction in the June 197^- NI Bullet in, p. lk6.

The Oxford Universal Dictionary describes "vacillate" as "to

alternate or waver between different opinions or course of action".
This search into the appropriate format has vacillated considerably.
Originally a 5" x 7" card was mentioned before it was later dis-
covered that the correct size was 5" x 8 ". Then as additional in-
formation desired on the card came in, the project expanded into an
8 -1/ 2

" x 11" page. Vacillation continued as the 5" x 8 " faction
pulled on one side and the 8 -l/ 2 " x 11 " faction pulled on the
other. The problem that faced this writer was that there was not
enough room on the card and too much on the page.

Referring to the results that fellow members will see (reduced in

size for this printing) a 5
" x 8 " card sans any lettering at all.

During the search I spent an evening with David Sealy who is a

member of the staff of the Natural History Museum in London. I

found that the Museum had gone through much the same problem years
ago. In preparing their cards they found that the titles took up

so much space that they confined the writer to miniscule lettering
as the information expanded. They further found that as time pas-

sed so did the need for certain subjects and thus blank spaces

began to appear on their forms vice crowded entries on others. They
have since gone to a form that has no titles with a separate guide

that suggests what is to be placed in each box.

Exploring the above suggestion it was found that a 5" x 8 " card

had sufficient room for all of the information presently desired

with space to expand as needs change. The card layout represents

my recommendation. The numbers placed in each box are in reference

only to the guicfethat follows and would not appear on the form.

It may come as an initial dissappointment to all but remember that

not only will titling take up a maximum of space, it will restrict

further changes, and international use.

Either way, your comments are again necessary. (Write me at:

P. 0. Box 696 , Det. No. 1, TSS, APO N-Y. 09378 .) Do you agree

to a 5
" x 8 " card without titles? If so, are the size of the

boxes appropriate, in the proper place, and is the information in

the guide adequate? Assuming your silence as consent, rather than

indifference, I shall subsequently assume that this form is accept-

able and proceed to Phase II.

My thanks to the following for their advice while accepting their

comment that the results are not what they had in mind at all:

Harry M. Bottenfield, Michael R. Broome, Marvin L. Fraley, Richard

Hanscom, Patrick D. Hogan and David L. F. Sealy.
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PROPOSED MASTER CARD TO BE 5
" x 8" (Reduced in size for printing):

REAR

FORM GUIDE

BOX REMARKS

(1) Area, country, primary political government of issue, plus
state, city, insurgent group, ruler, dynasty, etc. as applic-
able.

(2) Denomination plus variety, type, pattern, proof, token, etc.

( 3 ) Reference by Yeoman, Craig, Harris, your own, etc., any

cross references to counterfeit entries, or other types, or
varieties.
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BOX REMARKS

(4) Date (or lack thereof ), year of reign, and if other than the
Christian era the BC or AD equivalent.

(5) The obverse and reverse photographs of the coins.

(6) Composition of the coin, diameter in mms., or if oval,

square, or otherwise, then the circumference or length.
The weight in grams, die axis (use arrows), holed, and, if
known, the thickness and specific gravity.

(7) If necessary this box is reserved for the translation of (5)
above to include the edge markings, the obverse and reverse.
As the amount of information on all three varies, this box
has not been sectionalized.

(8) This box is sub-divided into four parts of four sections.
These are for the coin date, mint mark, mint and number
struck respectively. It allows for four different years.

Should more dates be required, then one can expand into box

(9)

below.

(9) This last box is a catch-all. You may expand box (8) and/or
insert here your source of the coin, a hoard where found,

museum where located, any reference material used in pre-
paring the information, designer, engraver, etc.

CONTENTS OF NI REFERENCE COLLECTION ( CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH) :

Only coins grading Fine or better are being listed in this continu-

ing inventory of the NI Reference Collection. Members are invited

to donate any items not listed.

BURMA: Yl8 - 1955.

CAMBODIA: Ylla - 1959; Y13a - 1959-

CAMEROUN: Y8 - 1948.

CANADA: 1 Cent - 1902, 1916, 1920, 1939; 194l, 1943; 1944, 1945,

1947, 1947ML, 1948, 1950, 1951; 1959; 1962,

1963; 1964, 1965(SB,B5); 1967; 1968

5 Cents - 1944, 1945; 1949; 1950; 1952; 1954, 1956, 1956,

i960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965; 1967; 1968

10 Cents - 1944, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1967; 1968(P)

25 Cents - 1964, 1967; 1968, 1969; 1970, 1972, 19 f3

50 Cents - 1964, 1967
1 Dollar - 1964, 1968

Newfoundland: Yl8-194lC; Y19-1941C.

CEYLON: Y26 - 1943; Y28a - 1944; Y29 - 1944; Y30 - 1943; Y39 -

1957; Y43 - 1965, 1967 ; y44 - 1965; 1967 ; y45 - 1965 ;

y46 - 1963; Y47 - 1963; Y49 - 1963-

CHILE: Y90 - 1932; Y91 - 1933; Y102 - 1942; Y104 - 1943, 1944;

YI05 - 1954, 1957; Yio6 - 1956; Y109 - 1961; 1963; Yin -

1966.

Y49 - (ND); YI90 - (ND); Y349 - 1936 (Magnetic); Y36O -

1941; Y531 - 19^9; Y533 - 1955; Y534 - 1950; Y535 - 1954;

Y536 - i960; Y543 - 1966; Y545 - 1970; Y546 - 1967-

CHINA :



The Hsi Hsia

Dynasty of Tangut;
their Money and

Peculiar Script
by S. W. Bushell, C.M-G-, M-D.

(Reprinted from Royal Asiatic Society (R.A.S.) Journal, 1897 pp.l42-l6o)

The name of Tangut, applied to an independent State on the north-west
of China, was well known to mediaeval travellers through central Asia,

and MARCO POLO devotes several chapters to an account of the five
provinces into which it was divided after its final conquest by the
celebrated Genghis Khan in the year 1227 * It was then first called
Kansu, a combination of the names of two of its chief cities, Kanchou
and Suchou, and its boundaries were, generally speaking, those of the
modem Chinese province of the same name.

The native tribes were called by the Chinese T 'ang-hiang ; by the Mon-
gols T angu, or, with the plural suffix, Tangut, and it is from the
Mongols that we first got the name. They are closely allied to the
Tibetans, who border them on the southwest, as is shown by the vocabu-
lary of their language collected by Colonel Prejevalsky, 1 who gives
an interesting account of the territory and characteristic traits of
the people.

The ruling house belonged to the Toba tribe, and claimed kinship with
the Toba Dynasty which had reigned in Northern China, under the Chi-
nese title of Wei, from A.D. 386 to 557 * They first came prominently
to the front in Chinese annals during the T'ang Dynasty in the year
884, when their chief, then feudal governor of Yuchou on the northern
frontier, aided the emperor in the recovery of his capital, Singan fu
from the rebel Huang Ch'ao, and was rewarded by being given the im-
perial surname of Li, and hereditary rule over five chou cities in
the upper valley of the Yellow River, the chief of which was Hsia-chou,
the modem Ning-hsia-fu, which became ultimately the capital of the
new State. They held their ground during the short-lived Five Dyn-
asties which succeeded the T'ang, and until the year 982, when a
grandson of Li Ssu-kung, the military chief alluded to above, appeared
at the court of the second emperor of the rising Sung Dynasty to
tender his submission and surrender his five cities to the Chinese.

1 - Travels in Mongolia, the Tangut Country and the Solitudes of

Northern Tibet, Vol. II, pp. 136-138.
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But he was disavowed by the rest of his house, and the standard of
revolt was raised by a younger brother named Li Chi-ch'ien, who re-
conquered the country after many romantic adventures, gained a
princess in marriage with a dowry of three thousand horses from the
Kitan Dynasty, then ruling over Northern China, and became the real
founder of a new independent dynasty, of which he was afterwards
canonized as T'ai Tsu, the "Great Ancestor". He took the important
walled city of Liang-chou in 1002, but died the same year from the
effect of an arrow wound received in a riot incited by the Chinese
after the city had capitulated.

His grandson, Li Yuan-hao, who succeeded in 1032, at once threw off
the nominal fealty which his father had adopted in his relations with
the Sung emperors, assumed the title of Hunag Ti for himself, and
that of Ta Hsia for his dynasty, claiming descent from the Hsia of
the second millennium B.C., the first of the Three Ancient Chinese
Dynasties. Hence the title of Hsi Hsia, "Western Hsia", which the
Chinese give to the dynasty. His claims were set forth in a formal
despatch sent to the Sung emperor, the text of which is preserved in
the annals.

The official histories of the contemporary Chinese dynasties, the
Sung (A.D. 960-1279), the Liao ( 916-IH9 ), and the Chin (1115-1234),
are, in fact, the sources to which we must refer for authentic infor-
mation about the Tangut rulers, as no books in their own script have
survived. The special Chinese books on the subject that have appeared
since consist mainly of extracts from the dynastic histories, strung
together by the compiler to form a connected narrative. The best of
these is the Hsi Hsia Chi Shih Pen Mo , "Records of the Hsi Hsia
Dynasty from its Foundation to its Close", in thirty-six chapters
(chuan), by Chang Chien. The value of this is enhanced by a series
of chronological tables, in which the accession, changes of Nien-hao ,

and principal events of each ruler, together with the concurrent
reigns of the Chinese dynasties, are given in columns headed by the
cyclical year.

Topographic tables are also prefixed, including a long list of the

fortified passes on the Chinese frontier, taken from the works of
Fan Chung-yen^, the famous statesman of the Sung Dynasty, under whose
orders the fortifications were built when he was viceroy of the pro-
vinces of Shensi and Hotung (now Shansi). He died at his post there
in 1052. To him we owe also a map of the five divisions (lu) of the

province of Shensi, and a map of the Hsi Hsia dominions at the time.

They were bounded, according to the map, by the Sung Empire on the

south and east, by the Liao (Kitan) on the north-east, the Tartars
(Tata) on the north, the Ouigour Turks (Hui-hu) on the west, and the

Tibetans on the south-west. The Alashan mountains stretch along the

northern frontier, and the western extends to the Jade Gate (Yu Men
Kuan) on the border of the Desert of Gobi. The cities of Kanchou
and Suchou and all the N.-W. country as far as the great desert had

been taken from the Ouigour Turks by Li Yuan-hao in 1031, the year
before he succeeded to this throne.

The Tangut rulers owed their independence for nearly two centuries to

their skill in guerilla warfare and to the politic wiles which they

exhibited to the rival dynasties which flourished at the time in

northern and southern China, accepting valuable presents and high-

sounding titles from each in turn. Their closest alliances were with

2 - MAYERS' Chinese Reader's Manual, No. 124.
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the Kitan emperors, who gave them princesses in marriage, and the last

of the Kitan line fled for refuge to the Tangut court in 1123 when
hard pressed by the Juchen Tartars, but only to be sent back again
across the Yellow River the following year and delivered up to his
hereditary enemies. At the same time the Tangut ruler offered his
allegiance to the Juchen, who had established a new dynasty at
Peking under the title of Chin or "Golden", on the condition that
their country should not be invaded. Their relations with the Altun,

or "Golden" Khans were generally friendly, and the names of many
Tangut envoys sent each year to congratulate the Chin sovereign on
his birthday, and at the New Year's festival, are to be found in the
Chin History, the historian plaintively remarking that they continued
to send missions for presents even when invading and plundering the
southern borders of their entertainers.

Genghis Khan appeared on the scene in the beginning of the next cen-
tury, the thirteenth, and he invaded Tangut three times in the inter-
vals of his other conquests. The first invasion was in 1209, when
the Tangutsovereign An-ch'uan offered his submission and allowed the
Mongol hordes to be led through his territory east of the Yellow
River to attack the Juchen. The second was in 1217, when the Mongols
invested the capital, and the new ruler, Tsun-hsien, who had meanwhile
succeeded, fled to Liang-chou. He subsequently refused to fulfil a

promise to send a contingent of horsemen to aid Genghis in his in-

cursion into Transoxiana, and thus gave a pretext for the final de-

claration of war on the return of the Mongol Khan from the borders of
India. The last campaign which followed was in the winter of 1225,

Etzina and the walled cities of Kanchou, Suchou, and Liangchou fal-
ling in rapid succession. In 1226, Lingchou and Yenchou on the right
side of the Yellow River were captured, the river was crossed, and a

great battle was fought under the walls of the capital in which
Genghis was victorious. The Tangut sovereign came afterwards to the
tent of the conqueror, with golden images of Buddha, vessels of gold
and silver, and many other precious gifts, including pages and damsels,
camels and horses, in multiples of nine, a favourite number among the
Mongols, but he was ill received. He died the same year of grief for
the sufferings of his people, who were being relentlessly massacred
by the Mongols in their usual fashion in spite of his surrender.

A nephew named Hsien was proclaimed his successor and bravely defended
the capital against the Mongol generals who were left to besiege it,

while Genghis himself passed on to attach the Chin empire, taking the
frontier city of Chi-shih-chou in the defile west of Shensi, where
the Yellow River enters China, and many other important places in
quick succession including Lin-t'ao-fu. But his career was now ap-
proaching its close, and he died in the 7th month of the next year
(A.D. 1227) in the Liu-p'an mountains, on the borders of the province
of Shensi, where he had retired for the hot season.

Meanwhile, by the last month of summer, all the fortified places and
towns of Tangut had been taken, and the people were ruthlessly extermi-
nated. "They dug holes in the ground", according to the chronicler,
"and hid in caves to escape the edge of the sword, but only one or
two in the hundred saved their lives, and the land became a wilderness
strewn with vhitening bones." The last ruler, Li Hsien, surrendered
to Ogodai, the successor of Genghis, in the year 1227- He was slain
on the spot, and the Tangut Dynasty ended with him after a course of

195 years, reckoning from the accession of Li Yuan-hao in A.D. 1032.
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The following table, compiled from the Hsi Hsia Chi Shih Pen Mo ,

has been already alluded to, gives the succession of sovereigns,
the changes of nien-hao which distinguished their reigns.

THE HSI HSIA DYNASTY

Dtnastic Title ob
Miao Hao.

jbjjjBi T‘ai Tsu

Kg T‘ai Tsung
Ching Tsung

Yi Tsung

Hui Tsung

g^Clfung Tsung

{Zg Jen Tsung

Huan Tsung
Hsiang TsuDg

Wg Shen Tsung
Hsien Tsung
Mo Chu

Acces-
sion.

Title of Reign ob
Nien Hao.

Adoption

op

Nibn

Hao.

A.D. A.D.
982 Declaration of Inde-

pendence by Li Chi
Chien.

1002 Named Li Te Ming
1032 H Hsien Tao 1032

yg K‘ai Yun 1034

}0l Kuang Yun
k gg Ta Ch‘ing

T‘ien Sbou Li

Fa Yen Tso
Yen Ssu

1034
1036

1 1038

1 1049

j- 1050

j- 1053

1049 rjL gj King Kuo
ji Tien Yu
fH Ch‘ui Shfing

fcg fg Fu Sh6ng

& it Ch‘£ng Tao

$1 gflSheTu 1057

£$ Kung Hua 1063

1068 alt Chien Tao

Xtt

m

Tien Tz‘u Li

1068

)
^DSIJ© Sheng Kuo

Ching
>1070

k Ta An 1075

g Tien An
jpf Jg Li Ting 1 1086

1087 k ^TienYi
q* Chih Ping J-1087

k 16 Tien Yu
fa g Min An j- 1091

£ Ynng An 1099

j!| Chen Kuan 1102

M $ Yung Ning 1115

7C Yuan Te 1120

IF Cheng Te 1127

^ Ta Te 1135

1140 k I§ Ta Ching 1140

A fS Jen Ching 1144

k & Tien sllfinS 1147
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The coins of the Tangut Dynasty, which are all made of copper, moulded

after the ordinary Chinese type with a square hole in the middle for

stringing, are of two classes. The first class comprises those with

inscriptions in the Tangut script which are the earliest in date. The

second class, with Chinese inscriptions on the obverse, begins with

the issue of the Yuan-te period (A.D. 1120-26), nothing anterior to

this date having hitherto been discovered.

The invention of the Tangut script is generally attributed to Yuan-hao,
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although the history of the Liao Dynasty ascribes it to his father
Te-ming (1002-32). Anyhow, it first came into general use in the
reign of Yuan-hao, who, indeed, claims for himself its invention in

a despatch to the Sung emperor, and he changed the title of his reign

to Ta Ch'ing, "Great Good-fortune" on the occasion, in the year IO36 ,

and ordered all his decrees to be issued, and all the official me-
morials and historical records to be henceforth written in the new
script. It is said to have been modelled in the lines of the antique
official Chinese script known as li shu, the new characters being
described as square in outline, with complicated strokes, and frequent
repetitions. The Hsiao Ching, "Filial Piety Classic", the Erh Ya,

an ancient dictionary, and some other Chinese books were translated
into the Tangut tongue by the aid of the new script at this period,
although it was not till a later reign, apparently, that coins were
issued.

One of these coins with a Tangut legend on the obverse is figured in

the Ch'uan Chih, * , the earliest special numismatic work which
has come down to us, having been published by Hung Tsun, in XV books,

during the Southern Sung Dynasty, in the 19th year (A.D. 1149) of
the Shao Hsing period. It is placed by Hung Tsun among the foreign
coins (Bk. XI, fol. 4) and the inscription is declared by him to be

undecipherable. The illustration copied in later books was wrongly
supposed to be an example of the Juchen (Niuchih) script, an opinion
adopted by Mr. WYLIE, who reproduced the woodcut in his paper^ on the
hexaglot inscriptions in the Chu-yung-kuan arch near Peking.^- One of

the six scripts in this arch, which he also takes to be Niuchih,
adopting the dictum of a Chinese author, is really a fine example of
the Tangut script we are referring to, as is at once evident when
the rubbings are compared with those of the bilingual inscription
from Liang-chou fu in the province of Kansu, which I have the honour
of presenting to the Society.

These inscriptions come from a stone monument, or stele (pei), more
than eight feet long, preserved in a Buddhist temple called Ta Yun
Ssu, or Great Cloud Monastery. The Tangut inscription is engraved
on the south face of the slab, the Chinese on the reverse side. The
Chinese is not an identical version of the Tangut, but many simi-
larities in the wording may be detected, and both are intended to

commemorate the repair of the celebrated seven-storied wooden pagoda
of Liang-chou, and are dated5 "the cyclical day wu-tzu , the 15th of
the first month beginning with the day chia-hsu, ,-in the cyclical
year chia-hsu, being the 5th of T'ien Yu Min An" . The fifth year
of this period, according to our Dynastic Table (page 44 ), would be
equivalent to A-D. 1095; but the cyclical year chia-hsu is that of
A.D. 1094, which proves that the compiler of the table is one year
ahead in his calculation at this point, and that the stone was actual-
ly erected in the year 1094.

The general purport of the inscription may be gathered from the Chin-
ese side, although this is, unfortunately, less complete than the

3 - "On an Ancient Buddhist Inscription at Kun-yung-kwan", by A.

WYLIE. Trans. R. Asiatic Society, 1870.

4 - These rubbings have been lately published in facsimile by Prince
ROLAND BONAPARTE, in an album entitled "Documents de 1-epoque Mongole
des XIII et XIV Siecles." Paris, 1895, grand in fol.

5 - See Illustrations on page 48.

6 - Compare MAYERS ' Chinese Reader's Manual, page 363*
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other, the edges of the stone having exfoliated. It gives a
sketch of the history of the pagoda, from the time when it was
built in the 3rd century A.D. by T'ien Hsi, who was then the inde-
pendent ruler of a small state of which Liangchou was the capital,
and gave up his palace for the purpose after it had been revealed
to him by certain portents that it had been built on the original
site of one of the 8k, 000 relic shrines erected by the celebrated
Indian Rajah Asoka. From the foundation of the pagoda to the 4th
year^(A.D. 1093 ).> of the T'ien Yu Min An period, the inscription
says 720 years had lapsed, during which mary miraculous signs
and wonders had appeared to attest the efficacy of the Buddhist
law, and the people had always found the pagoda a powerful pro-
tector. Two of these occasions are related, how during the pre-
ceding reign in the second year (A.D. 1076), of the period Ta An,
the Tibetans had invaded the country, and had precipitatedly re-
traced their footsteps when frightened by a spontaneous illumin-

how in the 8th year iuu^j
, 01 une same period me Tangut

sovereign had sent officers to the shrine to worship, and thus
gained victory for himself when he invaded China.

The pagoda is declared to have often righted itself after it had
been tilted by earthquakes or bent by storms, the sounds of awl
and axe, worked by unseen hands, being heard by the neighbours
amidst the thunder and lightning. An earthquake, however, had
occurred two years before, inflicting serious damage, which had
to be reported by the officials, who were ordered by edict to re-
pair and redecorate the pagoda as well as the temples and monas-
teries attached to it. The work was completed by the 1st month
of the cyclical year chia-hsu (A.D. 1094), and the ruler issued a
decree appointing a commission of officials and monks, whose names
and titles are recorded on the tablet, to preside over a grand
ceremonial inauguration. This was held on the day of full moon,
the great drums resounded and the temple tables were spread for
rich and poor alike. Thirty-eight priests were ordained, and fifty-
four criminals condemned to death were liberated to celebrate the
great occasion. The two "sacred ones" (i.e.. The Empress Dowager
and the young Tangut Emperor) specially bestowed 15 ounces of gold,

50 ounces of silver, 60 pieces of thick and thin silk for robes,

70 pieces of rich silks and gold brocades for banners, and 1,000
strings of cash for temple use. Besides, another million "cash",

a thousand hu measures of millet, and four households of government
artisans, to provide for the needs of the resident monks, native

7 - The legend says (EITEL's Handbook of Chinese Buddhism ), that
Asoka built 84,000 stupas in different parts of the world to pre-
serve the relics of Buddha. The same number occurs, apparently in

a similar connection, in one of the columns of the small Tangut
script on the east side of the Chu-yung-kuan arch. I have given
the Tangut symbols for this number together with other numerals,
culled from other parts of this Liangchou stele in the illustration,

the unit only having eluded my search.

8 - The Chinese History of the Sung Dynasty describes a huge in-

vasion of the Tangut tribes, headed by their sovereign, in this

year, attributing it to the fact that a walled city called Yung-lo
had been built near the frontier, and confessing that no less than

200,000 officers, soldiers, agriculturists and artisans were mas-

sacred by the invaders.

ation of the tower
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and Chinese, who were enjoined always to keep incense burning and

candles lighted before the Buddhist shrines.

The existence of this Tangut script seems to be almost unknown,

even to Chinese archaeologists, and we still find the compilers of

the new edition of the official geography of the province of Chihli

referring the "unknown script" in the Chu-yung-kuan arch to the

Juchen. It is only the numismatic writers who seem to be better
informed, thanks to a find of coins in the beginning of this cen-

tury in this same city of Liang-chou fu, at a time when the cele-

brated scholar Liu Ch'ing-yuan happened to be stationed in the

province of Kansu. The Chi Chin So Chien Lu, a well-known numis-

matic work published in 1820, figures one of the coins with Tangut
legend and quotes an account of the discovery written by the scholar

just mentioned: --

"A native peasant of Liangchou, while digging in a field,

discovered recently several earthenware jars full of ancient
cash. Most of them were inscribed K'ai Yuan^, but there were
many coins of the Northern Sung and of the Liao (Kitan) Dyn-

asties, and not a few of the Hsi Hsia (Tangut) Dynasty with
Chinese inscriptions, including examples of the periods Yuan
Te (1120-26), T'ien Sheng ( 1147-68), Ch'ien Yu (1169-93),
T'ien Ch'ing (1194-1205), Huang Chien (1210-12), and Kuang
Ting (1215-22). In addition to all these were several coins

with an inscription in a foreign script. I selected from the

find more than a thousand specimens for my own collection.

"When I was at Liangchou I took rubbings from the inscriptions
on an ancient stone stele ( pei ) in a Buddhist Temple called Ta
Yun Ssu (Great Cloud Monastery), the southern face of which is

inscribed with characters of the same kind as those on the coins,

while on the back it is recorded, in the ordinary Chinese
script, that the stone was erected in the 5th year of the period
T’ien Yu Min An (A.D. 1091)* So I learned that the coins

were really examples of the foreign script of the Hsi Hsia
Dynasty. It is passing strange that the author of the Ch'uan
Chih, writing so soon after the time they were issued, should
have been ignorant of this fact, and that it should have been
reserved for me to solve the problems of so many centuries

later.

"

The solution, so deftly stated, is incontestable, and it has been
generally accepted by later numismatic writers, although they all

pass the coins as undecipherable. The author of the Ku Ch'uan Hui

says that he has seen three varieties and attempts to illustrate
them, but with ill success. I have two in my own collection which
are figured here. Although very rare, even in China, the first is

represented in the British Museum by duplicate specimens, obtained,

I believe, from the collection of the Prince of Tamba in Japan, for

plaster casts of which I am much indebted to Mr. Grueber, the
Keeper of the Coin Department. The inscription has been decipher-
ed by the help of the rubbings which I have described, according
to the materials which have been extracted and collected in the

right hand column of the accompanying illustration.

9 - K'ai Yuan was the inscription on the bronze coinage of the

T 'ang. Dynasty (A.D. 618-906), during part of which Liangchou was

in possession of the Chinese. The K'ai Yuan coins often have
crescents, or nail marks on the reverse, a peculiarity copied on
some of the earlier Tangut issues.
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TANGUT SCRIPT.

With, Chinese, JZyuivaZenls .

The nien-hao of Ta An occurs, it will be seen, twice in the Tangut
rubbing from Liangchou, marking events which, we are told, happened
in the preceding reign, i.e. that of Hui Tsung (

1068 -86 ). The
only nien-hao in this reign which lasted long enough to have an
eighth year was that of Ta An (1075-85), 50 this must be the one
referred to in the text. Moreover the symbol for ta, "great", is

found frequently in other columns. It is only the symbol for an,

"peace", which suggests a doubt, as it is not identical with the
symbol which represents the an of T ' ien Yu Min An, "Peace for the
People by Aid of Heaven", the period in the fifth year of which
the stone was erected, although the two symbols are similar in

construction. A clue may, perhaps, be found here to the original
method of construction of the peculiar script which still remains

to be elucidated.
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The third symbol, at the bottom of the coin, occurs more than once

on the Liangchou monument, and again on the small Tangut text on
the east side of the Chu-yung-kuan arch, from the first column of
which I have taken the two symbols in the illustration which re-

present San Pao, "The Three Precious Ones" of Buddhist worship.

The two for Pao T 'a, "Precious Pagoda", which follow, indicates,

of course, the relic -enshrining stupa, the restoration of which
the slab was intended to commemorate. It occurs in one of the
stanzas of the rhyming odes, or hymns of praise which, I forgot to

mention, are attached to both Tangut and Chinese verions, summing
up the preceding text, lauding the matchless might of Buddha, and
summing up the stores of merit gained by the good deeds of the two
reigning Tangut sovereigns. Among these good deeds we find inscrib-
ed on the stone the gift on two occasions of a thousand strings of
"cash" ( ch'ien mien ch'ien ), equivalent to a million copper coins,

the symbol employed for the last word being identical with that
found on the left of the square hole in the coin. The adjective,
by the way, seems to have come after the noun in Tangutan, like
it usually does in Tibetan, as may be gathered from the readings
of yellow metal (gold) and white metal (silver), which have been
copied from the Liangchou text in our illustration. So the inscrip-
tion on the coin may be taken to be equivalent to the Chinese ch 1 ien
pao or "cash money", pao being the ordinary Chinese symbol for
"money" in this connection.

The following twelve figures represent the copper coinage of the
Hsi Hsia Dynasty of Tangut. Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7> 8, 10 and 11 are
taken from specimens in my own possession, the rest are extracted
from Chinese numismatic books.

1 .

Copper coin of the period Ta An (A.D. 1075 -85 )j in the reign
of Ping Ch'ang ( 1068-86), whose dynastic title is Hui Tsung.
Inscribed on the obverse with four characters in the Tangut
script, which read from the top to the right and round the
field, are equivalent, as shown above, to the Chinese symbols
Ta An Pao Ch ' ien , meaning "Cash Money of the Ta An period".
Reverse blank.

2 .
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Copper coin of a similar type to No. 1 with an inscription
on the obverse of four symbols in the Tangut script. The
last two are identical with the symbols on No. 1 and are
equivalent to the Chinese characters pao and ch 1 ien . The
first two, which would indicate, doubtless, the period

( nien-hao ), have not yet been deciphered, not occurring
on any of the Tangut inscriptions known to us. On the
reverse there is, above the central hole, a crescent, or
nail-mark in relief, reminding one of similar marks occur-
ring on K'ai Yuan cash of the T'ang Dynasty of China.

3 -

Copper coin of the reign of Ch'ien Shun (A.D. IO87-II39 ),

dynastic title Ch'ung Tsung. The inscription, pencilled
in a somewhat archaic Chinese script like that of the coinage
of the T'ang Dynasty, and read, like the inscription on
them, from above downwards and right to left, is Yuan Te
T'ung Pao, i.e. "Current Money of the Yuan Te period" fA.D.
1120-2577

The Far East was overrun with government issues of paper
money at this time, and specimens of the notes of the
Sung Dynasty of Southern China, of the Chin Dynasty of
Northern China, of the Western Liao, or Kara Kitai of Trans

-

oxiana, and of the contemporary Tangut Dynasty all of similar
type, printed on coarse gray-black oblong sheets made from
the fibrous bark of the paper mulberry, are illustrated in

the Ch 'uan Pu T 'ung Chih, a voluminous numismatic work. The
two Tangut ^Ta Hsia ) Money Notes ( Pao Ch'ao ), of the value of
one string and five strings of "cash" respectively, and both
dated Yuan Te (1120-26), are to be found, with facsimiles of
the government seals with which they were stamped, in Book
VI, fol. 65 -69 * The script is Chinese, the original notes
having been printed from wood blocks.

4.

Copper coin of the reign of Ch'ien Shun (A.D. 1087-1139) 1

dynastic title Ch'ung Tsung, inscribed Cheng Te Yuan Pao,
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i.e., "Original Money of the Cheng Te period" (A.D. 1127-34).
The same nien-hao was subsequently adopted by the Chinese
Emperor Wu Tsung of the Ming Dynasty, who reigned in A.D.

1506-21, but his coinage is all inscribed T 'ung Pao , "Current
Money", and the above coins, moreover, are to distinguished
by the red colour of the alloy, as well as by the style of
handwriting being similar to that of the other Tangut issues.

5-

Copper coin of the reign of Ch'ien Shun (A.D. 1087-1139).*
dynastic title Ch'ung Tsung, inscribed Ta Te Yuan Pao, i.e.,

"Original Money of the Ta Te period" ( 1135-397"* The money
of the Ta Te period (1297-1306), of the Chinese Yuan Dynasty
differs from this issue in being all inscribed T 'ung Pao,

or "Current Money".

Coinage of the reign of Jen Hsiao, the son of the last, who
reigned A.D. ll40-93> and was canonized with the dynastic
title of Jen Tsung. Both copper and iron coins are in my
collection with the same inscription T 1 ien Sheng Yuan Pao,

i.e., "Original Money of the T'ien Sheng period" ( Il47-ll68)

.

Coinage of the same

Ch ' ien Yu Yuan Pao,

reign as the preceding with the inscription
i.e., "Original Money of the Ch'ien Yu
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period" (A.D. 1169-93)* Both copper and iron "cash" of this
issue are represented, the latter being the more common of
the two.

I

8 .

Copper coin of the reign of Ch'un Yu (A.D. 1194-1205); the
son of the preceding, who was canonized as Huan Tsung. In-
scribed T ' ien Ch ' ing Yuan Pao, i.e. "Original Money of the
T'ien Ch'ing period" ( 1194-1205)

•

The last emperor of the Liao (Kitan) Dynasty had adopted this
nien-hao in A.D. 1111, and issued copper "cash" with the in-

scription Yuan Pao, as well as with T 'ung Pao , "Current Money",
but his coins are more roughly cast and with the inscription
of inferior finish when compared with those from the Tangut
mint.

Copper coin of the reign of An Ch'uan, who dethroned his

uncle, Ch'un Yu, on New Year's Day 1206, and adopted the

title of Ying T'ien, "Obedient to Heaven", on the occasion.

He was canonized with the dynastic title of Hsiang Tsung,

having reigned till the year 1212. The inscription on the

coinage is Ying T'ien Yuan Pao, i.e. "Original Money of the

Ying T'ien period" (a.D« 1206-1209)

•

4

10 .
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Copper coin of the same reign as the last with the inscription
Huang Chien Yuan Pao, i.e. "Original Money of the Huang Chien
period" (A.D. 1210-12).

11 .

Copper coin of the reign of Tsun Hsien, an adopted son of the
last sovereign, who was commander-in-chief of the army when
his predecessor died in 1212. He reigned till the year 1222,

when he resigned the throne to his son. His dynastic title
is Shen Tsung. The inscription on the coinage is Kuang Ting
Yuan Pao, i.e. "Original Money of the Kuang Ting period"
(aTd. 1212-22).

12 .

Copper coin of the reign of Te Wang, the son of the last,

who reigned till the year 1226, and was canonized with the
dynastic title of Hsien Tsung. The ins cription is Ch 1 ien
Ting Yuan Pao , i.e. "Original Money of the period Ch'ien
Ting" (A.D. 1223-26). This is the rarest of the Tangut coins,

no doubt because very few were cast during the ruthless
Mongol invasion of the country under Genghis Khan, who finally
exterminated the Tangut Dynasty in the following year (A.D.

1227).

EARLY POW MONEY : According to the late Dr. Arnold Keller, prisoner
of war money had been issued in paper as early as the Seven Year's
War (1756-63) and was issued during the American Revolution (1780),
in the years 1805 and 1813, during the American Civil War (l866),
and the Franco -Prussian War (1870-71)* Evidence for these issues
is found in archives, soldiers' letters, and regimental histories.
Unfortunately no specimens of these notes are known to exist. POW
paper money of the Boer War issued in 1900 are the earliest known
in existence.
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An Integral Part of the Emergency Money Story

MUNSEN IMP HARKEN PER DEUTSCHEN STRASSENBAHNEN

(Coins and Tokens of German Street Railways)

by Walter Funck

Including horse -railways, omnibuses, ferrys, bridges and toll tokens
with an appendix for the tokens of the transport systems of the
Netherlands. 1965*

Listing over 325 tokens from nearly 100 cities. Foreward, Intro-
duction, and Abbreviations translated by Charles W. Koenig.

MEMORIAL EDITION: The last work of my father who died suddenly and
unexpectedly upon its completion. Antje Funck, teacher. Friedrichs-
fehn, i/0, Germany. 1965*

(EDITOR'S COMMENT: Many thanks are extended to the late Walter
Funck, to his daughter, to Mr. Koenig, and to Lt. Col. Arthur Hyman,
all of whom are responsible for this text and much more information
which has provided the educational foundation for this collector and
many others

.

)

FOREWORD

(Written by the author in July, 1965, shortly before his death on
2 August 1965.)

In this booklet are listed all coins and tokens used by mechanical
transportation systems.

To pass through city gates one needs only ones own feet, no mechanized
help. As to the covering of long distances and the scheduled regul-
arity of street cars are of no consideration in the use of city gate

tokens and they are not listed here.

At the beginning of mechanical transportation, one can look to the
horse cars which ran on rails. Aachen, as the 29th city of Germany
in 1880, had a horsecar system. The development of this system led

to the introduction of the electric street railway.

It is not quite clear if the consideration of bridge toll tokens is

justified in this list. Were these tokens intended solely for pedes-

trians or also for mechanical transportation? Example: The old

bridge over the Weser River on the Porta Westfalica. Forty years

ago to cross this bridge, it cost a toll of two pfennig for pedestrians.

I do not remember if, or how much, omnibuses paid.

Unfortunately, in most cases the manufacturer or mint, number of

pieces minted, etc. are not known. Such information will be grate-

fully accepted.

For specialists it may be of interest to know that in Bavaria there

were 11 originating points. In Brandenburg (including Berlin) l4,

in Saxony (the Kingdom) 11, Saxony (Province) 8, Hesse-Nassau 6, and

Thuringia 5. All other states or provinces had 4 or less.
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The information about the Netherlands issues in the appendix was
graciously provided by Mister F. J. Bingen.

May this small work find as friendly an acceptance as my previous
works.

As I herewith turn it over to collectors, I am hoping to eventually
'fill the gaps. Thus far it has taken years of strenuous effort. A
further delay of three to five years did not seem advisable.

Neuenburg, July 1965 (Signed) Walter Funck

INTRODUCTION

Streetcar Tokens are collected internationally. This branch of
numismatics has achieved its goal of creating interest in foreign
issues. There is in the United States an organization of collectors
that is world encompassing. With any work concerning the issues of
various countries, good work is rendered. Still, it would be desir-
able, as witness of my work, if for every country a native of that
country could be found to lead the way. It is quite a different
thing if I, as a German, would work on a list of Spanish street
railways or if a Spaniard would do it. The details of a country's
issues can best be judged by a native of that country. Checklists
must be supported by such native knowledge.

As with coins, street car tokens have so called die varieties. As
far as they are known, they are mentioned here.

Walter Funck

ABBREVIATIONS

Alum aluminum aluminum
bds beiderseits both sides
Dm durchmesser diameter
E eisen iron (or steel)

herg. hergestellt manufacturer
Kehrseits, ks. kehrseite obverse
It. laut loud
mm millimeter millimeter
Nr. nummer number
0. J. ohne Jahreszahl no date (undated)
o.W. ohne Wertangabe no value given
Rd rand edge (rim)

Rs, rs Ruckseite, ruckseitig reverse
Strw Strassenbahnwagen streetcar
Vs, vs Vorderseite, vorderseitig front
WZ Wertziffer digit (numeral)
Z zine zinc

kupfer copper
messing brass
pferd horse
gultig valid
gut fur good for
rund round
eckig sided

4eckig square

6eckig hexagonal
8eckig octagonal



vemickelt
urnste igemarke
bruckenmarke
reklamen
gelocht
beamten
kinder
hoch bahn
wappen
schwebebahn

nickel plated
transfer token
bridge token
advertisements
holed
employees
children
elevated railway
coat-of-arms
mono -rail

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Following are a number of examples of the tokens,
both die struck a.nd printed, that were in use in Germany during the
emergency money era (Notgeld) of 1912-1923* Also included is a
commemorative set of notes issued in Eerlin commemorating various

(3/^ Actual Size) (Actual Size) (Actual Size)

Augsburg
Street Railway Token

1920
20 Pfennig

Berlin
Omnibuses

1921
2-l/2 Pfennig

Crefeld
Street Railways

1920

15 Pfennig

The following is a book of four 25 Pfennig street railway tokens
from Waldenburg, Germany. Shown below is the outside cover of the

book of paper tokens, showing total value 1.00 Mark, book number l8

(Fig. l). Also, inside of book, showing one of the tokens (Fig. 2).

«&« &»!<'
- jj d vebSo S Mas vo

WelJlfinbur^or Krelcbahri - •*

enthaltend 4 Schcine ie 25 Pf. ' k'
- A

*

v Sitderschlesiache

Elektricitata- und Klelnbabn-A.-G.

r?nfc? r>l*» m
VJ UlOVJ ivis *

Qber 25 Pfcnnige

zur Fahrl auf der Waldenburger Kreisbabn nach

dem z. Zt. gOlligen Tarif.

Cntscheine sind ungQltig, falls nicht der dazu

gehorige Umschlag vorgezeigt wird.

Niederschlesische
ElektricItSfs- und Klelnbahn-A.-G.

(Reproduced j/k actual size.)

NAPOLEONIC MILITARY SCRIPT : Another period of emergency money was
the military script which was issued by all the warring nations
during the Napoleonic wars, from the battle of Jena to Waterloo.
An important feature of the script is that all of it was honored
and redeemed by the respective governments.

Submitted by P. D. Hogan
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The 1/- Note
.of East Africa

by Jayant J. Ruparel and Ravi J. Ruparel

The East African Currency Board was set up in December, 1919 by
the British Secretary of State for the Colonies and charged with
the sole authority to issue lawful money in the territories of
Kenya, Uganda and the than Tanganyika. Previously, a Board of
Currency Commissioners issued the Indian silver rupee in Kenya
and Uganda, while in Tanganyika, which up to the end of the First
World War was a German Colony, a German Silver rupee was in use.

During the 2nd World War, British forces from East Africa, invaded
Italian Somaliland and then occupied Eritrea and Ethiopia. The
soldiers were paid in the East African currency. Due to heavy
demand of East African currency, substantial orders were placed
for new coins and notes.

Tn 19^2, it was decided to print One-Shilling notes to supplement
the silver coinage. According to the East African Currency Board
report for the year ended 30th June 19^3, ^,09^,000 notes of l/-
were printed and issued to the occupied Territories Administration.

The description of the 1/- note is as follows:

Date:

Size:

Dominant Colours:

Front Design:

1st January, 19^3*

12.1 x 5*9 cms.

Front and back Purple.

As per the photograph below.
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The words ONE SHILLING are also in Arabic and Gujarat i, showing
the dominant influence of Arabs and Indians in commerce.

Back Design: Central feature is a lion, with mountains as back-
ground, and the value written in words and letters.

Printer: THOS DE LA RUE AND CO., LTD., LONDON.

The minting of new shilling coin presented difficulty and due to
expansion of circulation and hoarding of shilling coin, the l/-
notes were put into circulation in East Africa on 15th February,
1944.

The value of l/ - notes in circulation during the first 3 years
was as follows:

Year Ended Value in Shillings

30th June 1943
30th June 1944
30th June 1945

4, 094, 000
6, 042, 427

6, 686, 977

In 1946 it was decided to redeem the surplus of currency from
occupied territories and the value in circulation, at the end of
30th June 1946, was Shs. 50Q, 126.

From 1st April 1946, it was found possible to arrange for the
supply of l/ - coins in sufficient quantities, and therefore the
issue of l/ - Shilling notes was discontinued.

The l/ - notes were never popular with anyone in East Africa, but
they served their purpose in bridging the gap during a difficult
period.

All the l/ - notes examined by me have the date 1st January, 1943;
and the same signatures, i.e.:

SIR K. C. B0TT0MLEY MR. G. F. SEEL
MR. R. N. KERSHAW MR. S. CAINE

However, IBNS Auction Catalogue Nos. 9 and 10 both offer a l/-

note with date l/l/l947. If anyone has l/ - notes with dates other

than l/l/l943, please kindly inform me.

As on 30th June 1966 , 205, 320 notes of l/ - had not been recovered

by the East African Currency Board.

Acknowledgement :

The authors' wish to thank the librarians of CENTRAL BANK OF KENYA

AND MACMIT.TAN LIBRARY for their help in providing the records of

East African Currency Board.

ANDORRA PAPER MONEY : The only paper money issued by Andorra was
printed in December 193^ during the Spanish Civil War as fractions
of the bills of Spain of 25 pesetas or more. The issues were l/2,

1, 2, 5 and 10 pesetas.

Submitted by Patrick D. Hogan
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ALUMINIUM MONEY
(Reprinted from Mehl 1

s Numismatic Monthly, Vol. 1, No. 3>

>

March 1908)

For the first time in its history the royal mint last year used
aluminum for coinage purposes. In all coins were struck
from this metal, these comprising half-cent pieces for use in

Uganda, and one-tenth of a penny pieces for circulation in the Ni-
gerian Protectorates.

A good deal of imperial silver finds its way to the west coast of
Africa, much of it going into Northern Nigeria. Bronze coins also
circulate to some extent on the coast, but it is very rare for
them to be met with in the interior. In these regions the little
shells known as cowries, the value of which is continually fluctu-
ating, being highest in the remoter districts, have hitherto formed
the medium of exchange.

"It is hoped that these small aluminum coins will gradually take
their place as the medium for exchange", stated Mr. Ellison-Macart-
ney, deputy master of the mint, yesterday. "They have a fixed
value, which ought to be of great advantage to the native as well
as to the general trade of the country.

"

Mr. Macartney explained that the low value of the coins and the
immense number of them required rendered it necessary to make them
of some extremely light metal- -hence the adoption of aluminum.
"The smaller the amount the greater the cost of coinage, " he re-
marked. "Half-pence are much more costly to coin than pennies, and
yield far less profit. So far as I know, these are the only alumi-
num coins in the world.

"

Both the new coins are perforated in the center to permit the
natives to string them together as has been their custom with the
cowries from time immemorial. London Daily Mail.

TABLE OF ABDUL HAMID ll’s

TURKISH SILVER COINS
by Richard L. Steams

In the interest of spreading more knowledge about Turkish coinage,

I am presenting a table listing the quantity of Turkish silver coins

struck under the reign of Abdul Hamid II. The data has been ob-

tained from C. Olcer's "Son Alti Osmanli Padisahi Zamaninda Istan-

bulda Basilan Gumus Paralar" Cedval (table) No. 1. Mr. Olcer lists

the coinage struck per fiscal year by the bullion value of each

denomination struck per each year. By dividing the quantities in

the table by appropriate numbers I obtained the quantity of each

denomination struck for each fiscal year.

I have added dots to the table to signify all known dates. Upon

od serving the table carefuly it can be seen that the regnal year

of the coin and time of its manufacture did not necessarily co-

incide. Because of this the table can only be used as a crude

guide of the rarity of each issue.
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N UMI SMAT I C S INTERNATIONAL

OTES OF

NTEREST
BERMUDA 1936 Edward VIII Crown. Unofficial issue.

FEBRUARY 1975

>

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

In 1975 there will probably be many new issues "made" for the

collector. With the removal of the gold restrictions, there will be

no doubt many gold coins (?) issued for one purpose- to make money
for the distributor. If you think that the silver coins have had high

prices wait until the gold coin prices are announced. Examples of

gold coins issued recently for the American collector are; Haiti

Bicentennial gold 1500 gourdes, Panama 100 Balboa and Paraguay
1500 guaranies. Speculators may buy and make money on these

coins, but they are of questionable value to the Numismatist. Buy
or not to buy, each collector will have to make his own decision.

All coins have had their values inflated in the last two years
and the highpriced coins should be purchased with caution. With the

present economic situation, they can come down faster than they

went up. Has anyone noticed that the "big dealer's" buying lists

are disappearing form the numismatic publications ? When they

stop buying, who will support the high prices ?

Since NI will not be offering coins on a regular basis in 1975

it is hoped that our member dealers will fill this void and offer

coins to members at reasonable prices by taking Ads in the Notes

of Inter est. Numismatic books as well as NI publications will still

be offered and if demand warrants, the list of books available will

be expanded.



BOOKS

NI PUBLICATIONS

CZECHOSLOVAKIA COINS by Dolores Davis 3.00

MODERN COINAGE OF IRAN by R.L. Clarke & A. Mohabal-Ayin 6.00

COINS, MEDALS, and SEALS of the SHAHS of IRAN by

H. L. Rabino di Borgomale ( a reprint) 6.00

EMERGENCY COINS OF GERMANY (Metal & Porcelain) 6.00

THE LATEST NUMISMATICS INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

MODERN LEBANESE COINAGE by Granvyl Hulse $1.50

EARLY COINAGE OF SOUTH EAST ASIA by O.D. Cres swell $3.00

MEMBER ADVERTISEMENTS

t
COUNTERFEITS: The NUMEXMATIST is

buying all types /denominati ons of
Mexican counterfeits, reproductions,
copies, and altered dates. Also
buying/trading XF or better Latin
crowns, scarce minors, and reference
material. Robert R. Rezny, 11411
East 14 Mile, Sterling Heights, MI
48077. 1-313-979-3777 evenings.

WANTED - 1950-1975, Patterns,
Essai, Proba, Pieforts, Die-Trials,
Matte -Proofs

,
James Warmus

,
Box

1035, Burbank, CA 91507.

ANCIENT GREEK and Roman coins for
sale. Free illustrated listing
of over 1,000 reasonable priced
coins. Francis J. Rath, P.0. Box
84, Youngstown, New York 14174.

WANT LISTS SERVICED. Minors to
crowns, common to rare. North-
east Coin Co., Hillsboro, N.H.
03244.

I AM URGENTLY looking for the
following Swiss Coins in VF or
better: 1 Rappen, 1850, 1851,
1853, 1855, 1863, 1864, 1870,
1902, 1904; 5Rappen, 1850 8

1851 ; 10 Rappen
, 1875 ; %Fr.

,

1850 to 1901; 1 franc, 1850
to 1901; 2 Francs, 1850,1863,
8 1901; 5 Francs, 1873, 1888,
1894, 1895, 1900, 1904, 1912,
1916, 1924, 1928. Thanks for
fair offers. Edwin Naef,
Apartado Postal M-2872, Mexico
1, D.F.

WORLD COINS FOR COLLECTORS. List
no charge to members. Don Koontz,
Box 623, Littleton, CO 80120.

OUR CANADIAN COIN CATALOG averages
15 to 20 pages per issue. Copy
504. One FREE catalog upon re-

quest to members giving NI member-
ship number. ANA, CNA ,

NI ,
ONS,

ABNS
,
SIN. Colonel Coin Co.,

Box 627, Richmond, KY 40475.



MEMBER ADVERTISEMENTS

TRADING FOR, buying German
porcelain multicolored Notgeld,
Ryden, Box 4428, Pittsburgh,
PA 15205.

BUYING BULK especially crowns and
choice Japanese. Fred Thomas,
Box 4, Tokyo, Japan 190-11.

EXCELLENT DISCOUNT, on my free minors

list. In December, all unsold items,

at: 5 07„ DISCOUNT! I Please, Mention
this ad. Salvadore DiGloria, 12412

Cooley Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44111.

BUYING Swiss Minors to crowns
Wurm, D-775 Konstanz, Postfach 6488,
West Germany.

doim,
P. O. Box 482

Richardson, Texas 75080

BERMUDA
Y2 1 Cr 1964 unc 2. 85

CANADA
Y 67 $1 1971 unc 1. 50

Y 69 $1 1973 unc 1. 50

CY PR US
Y46 500M FAO 1970 unc 3. 00

FINLAND
Y 64 10 Mk 1971 unc 5. 00

YA62 5 Mk 1972 unc 2. 00

GERMANY
Y 127 10 Mk 1972 unc 6. 00

GREAT BRITAIN
Y 145 25p 1972 unc 1. 50

GUYANA
Y 6 $1 FAO 1970 unc 2. 50

ISLE OF MAN
Y8 20p 1972 unc 3. 25

ISRAEL
Y 65 10 pd 1973 unc 15. 00

Y 70 lOpd 1974 unc 15. 00

IRAQ
Y40 250 Fils 1971 unc 3. 00

Y41 250 Fils 1972 unc 3. 00

Y42 250 Fils 1972 unc 3. 00

NEW ZEALAND
Y47 $1 1974 unc 3. 00

SUDAN
Y49 50 Girsh 1972 unc 3. 50

TUR KEY

SPECIAL - ONE SET
ONLY

AUSTRIA 2 Schillings Y69-78
uncirculated $245. 00

Send for free list. Modern, Ancient
and Medieval.

Add 35£ for orders under $15.00
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

Postage extra outside U.S.A.

JERSEY

1964 Double Proof set

Minor coins 14.00
1966 Double Proof set

Minor coins 14.00

JAMAICA
Proof set 1/2 & Id 9.00

CYR PUS
1963 Proof set 12.00

Y 1 18 2 1/2 L FAO 1970unc. . 85



Bmtblrm Coin Cn.

P. 0. BOX 121 74 DALLAS
, TX 75225

AUSTRIA NEW ZEALAND
Y— 37,1914,1 Krone , DU 2.75 Y-42a, 1971,1 S,BU,case 2.75
Y-78, 1937,2 Sch,BU 24.50 Y-45, 1970,1 $ , BU, case 2.75
Y-1 10,1963,50 Sch , UNC 7.00 NICARAGUA
Y-125, 1970,50 Sch ,PF 5.75 Y-21, 1972,1 C , PF , case 5.00

BELGIUM NORWAY
Y-64 ,1953,50 Fr,UNC 9.50 Y-84,1964,10 K , BU 4.25

CANADA PANAMA
1 974 ,1 S,PF, case 4.75 Y-28, 1970,5 Bal , BU 8.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA PARAGUAY
Y-S28 , 1 944, 50 K,AU 5.00 Y-29, 1968,300 G,UNC 5.25

DENMARK PERU
Y-73,1964,5 K,BU 8.50 Y-18, 1916,| Dinero , BU 1 .75

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Y-20, 1952,1 Peso , BU 16.00

Y-64, 1965, 20 Soles, BU
Y-82, 1973, 100 Soles, BU

5.00
8.75

Mint Door , 1 972 , Peso , BUI 2 . 50 PHILIPINES
Y-32, 1974,1 Peso , BU 12.00 Y-3 5 , 1 947-S , Peso , BU 8.75

EGYPT Y-42,1961 , Peso, UNC 4.75
Y-1 34, 1970, 25 P , UNC 1 .75 Y-43, 1963, Peso, UNC 4.75
Y-1 35, 1970, 50 P,UNC 4.00 1-44 , 1 964 , Peso ,UNC 4.75

FINLAND Y-45, 1967, Peso, CH BU 5.00
Y-52, 1952, 500 M,XF+ 32.50 Y-54 , 1974,25 P,PF-LIKE 9.00
Y-63 ,1970,10 M , BU 6.50 PORTUGAL
Y-64, 1971 ,10 M, BU 5.00 Y-75,1969,50 Esc,BU 5.25

GREAT BRITAIN Y-78, 1972,50 Esc,BU 6.75
Y-66 , 1 926 , 6Pen , AU clnd 4.50 PRUSSIA
Y-87, 1943, 6Pen, UNC 2.00 Y-S 54 ,1914,3 M , XF/AU 11.00
Y-1 36, 1960, Crown, UNC
ESC Com, 50 Pence, PF

11.25
4.50

ST. THOMAS & PRINCE
Y-21 ,1970,50 Esc , BU 5.75

INDIA SWEDEN
Gold Fanams,vf/ef 5.00 Y-90 , 1972,10 K, BU 6.00
Y—45 ,1919,1 Rup , BU 3.50 SWITZERLAND
Y-92 ,1970,10 Rup, UNC 4.00 Y-36, 1954,5 Fr , BU 3.50
Y-1 00, 1973,20 Rup , PF- LK8.25 Y-36,1965,5 Fr , BU 3.25

IRELAND Y-36, 1967, 5 Fr,UNC 3.00
Y-1 7, 1966, 10 Sch, UNC 6.25 Y-53,1 948,5 F r , BU rub 17.00

ITALY THAILAND
Y-105, 1966, 500 L,BU 4.25 Y-95, 1970,50 B , BU 7.75
Y-1 08,1 970, 1000L,BU 12.50 URUGUAY

LITHUANIA Y-5 3, 1969, 1000 P,UNC 5.50
Y-1 3, 1936, 10 L , AU tnd 20.00 VATICAN CITY

MALAYA Y-57, 1958, 500 L,BU 7.75
Y-5 ,1945,20 Cent, UNC 1 .75 WEST GERMANY

MEXICO Y-1 29, 1972, 10 M,BU 5.00
Onza, 1 949 ,UNC-lt bag
Y-78, 1959, 5 Pesos, UNC

21 .00 Y-1 30, 1972, 10 M,BU 5.00
3.50 7-1 32,1 962 , 5 M,UNC 4.00

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Y-7 , 1 964

,

2-j G
,
UNC 4.75

Y— 1 33, 1 34,1 35, 1 36, BU ea3.75
Y-1 33 thru 136,BU 14.00

NEW HEBRIDES ZAMBIA
Y-3, 1966, 100 Fr , BU 6.00 Y-14,1969,50 N,UNC,cas 2.00

AS MANY COINS ARE SINGLES, SECOND CHOICES WOULD BE APPRECIATED.

ADD 500 POSTAGE AND HANDLING ON ORDERS UNDER SI 5. TEXAS RESID-

ENTS ADD 5$ SALES TAX. CHECKS MUST CLEAR. 7 DAY RETURN.



NOTES ON THE UNCERTA

1

N

ORIGIN OF THE WORD “PEN NY”
By Ralph Walker

A current numismatic dictionary states that the derivation of the

word "penny" is unknown, and a filler in a recent issue of the NI
Bulletin says that scholars have been unable to agree on the origin
of the word.

Literally, these statements are correct. But in a sense they are

misleading. Much of etymology, the tracing of the origin and alter-
ation in form and meaning of words, is guesswork, and scholars
often disagree in their guesses. The derivation of several coin
names, including, among others, penny, ruble, and shilling, cannot
be traced with certainty.

A respectable start, however, can be made in tracing the origin
of "penny". The word is obviously related to the German pfennig ,

the Dutch penning, and other similar words in the Germanic languages
which mean "a small piece of money". So, for a beginning, we have
a Germanic origin. The Oxford English Dictionary devotes almost
three of its big pages to tracing and illustrating the use of the
word in English, beginning with the Anglo-Saxon forms pening, pend -

ing and penning, and relates it to Old Frisian panning and Old
Norse penningr . Then the Oxford states "The Old English and cognate
forms point back to the types paning, panding, panning, a series
which . . . was evidently of West Germanic, or even unless the Old
Norse was borrowed from the Old English, of common Germanic age."
The "common Germanic age" was the time when the Germanic tribes
spread over Europe, spoke approximately the same unwritten langu-

age, and could understand each other. These were the first cen-
turies A.D., just the time when these tribes were having increased
contact with Romans.

The Oxford Dictionary goes into additional detail which adds up to
a thesis that the ultimate origin of the root forms pan-- or pand --

are uncertain. Others have not been so cautious. The great
etymologist W. W. Skeat said ( Etymological Dictionary, 1893)

:

"It is clear that pand= Dutch pand , a pawn, pledge, Old
High German pfant, German pfand ; a word of Latin origin;
see pawn .

"

Skeat, and many others, have seen the Latin pannus as the origin
of "pawn". Pannus means a small piece of cloth, which may have
been given as a pledge. According to this theory in its most gen-
erally accepted form, pannus became the French pan , meaning a pane
or a piece of cloth, which passed into English as "pawn". One has
to picture the exchange of a pannus between a Roman or Gaulish
merchant and a barbarian as the pledge for the rest of a roll of
cloth, or something like that. Eventually the derivative word,
pan, panding, pand, or what have you, would have come to mean any
article of small value used as a token or pledge, including a small
coin. The ending -ing, by the way, in penning and its sister
words is merely an Old English way of forming a masculine derivative

6 l



noun which meant something like "one of the specified kind".

There is an obvious flaw in the merchant -barbarian scenario. The
first pence were not objects of small value, but the basic silver
coins of their time. Copied after the denier, or novus denarius,
of Charlemagne, the penny was introduced into England in the last
quarter of the eighth century A.D. with a standard weight of 22-l/2
grains. That the Latin word for the coin was denarius and the Old
English word was pending or penning is shown by these translations
of Matthew xxii, 19:

King James Version: They brought unto him a penny.

Latin Vulgate: ..obtulerunt ei denarium.

Lindisfame Gospels (Anglo-Saxon gloss, c. 950 A.D.):
..gebrohtun him penning.

Ernest Weekley, an eminent etymologist, has a quite different
theory. In his Etymological Dictionary (1921) he says, of the
word "penny"

:

"Origin obscure, perhaps from pan, early coins being shaped
like shallow pans."

Eric Partridge, one of the greatest contemporary authorities on
English words, appears to agree with Weekley ( Origins , 1958), al-
though he offers some different twists. Using the terms "probably"
and "perhaps" rather frequently, he postulates the following chains:

Anc. Greek: patane, a cooking bowl;

Latin: patina , a cooking bowl;

Middle Latin: panna ;

Old Norse: panna, wide shallow vessel; penningr, coin, money;

Old English: penig, easement of pening, penning (var. pending )

;

Old High German (concurrent with Old English): pfanna;

Old High German: pfenning ;

Middle High German: pfenninc, later pfennic ;

German: pfennig .

"The semantic link", Partridge says, "is: 'made in a pan' -- or
perhaps ' pan-shaped '

.

"

There is still another possibility I would like to bring to the at-

tention of anyone who may want to do further research. Browsing
through a large Latin lexicon, I find the word pignus, meaning "pawn,

pledge, sure token, stake, security, etc." It could refer to any-
thing used as a pledge, such as money, goods, or hostages. Elsewhere
we learn that pignus may be derived from an Indo-European root
meaning "arrows".

If the word "penny" is to be associated with a pawn or pledge, why
not do it through pignus? When real money, silver money, was ex-

changed, it was a pignus of good faith, of value received, or an

assurance that something would be received.
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The gn sound is a difficult one to hear and to pronounce. The

Germans could easily have turned pignus and pignu (the accusative

form in Vulgar Latin) into pingus and pingu, and thence to penning .

Nothing but speculation? Of course, unless someone someday finds
all the missing links, and proves or disproves the speculative
theories.

In the meantime, most of us will keep on counting our pennies, and
numismatists will know that the penny did not always have the minus-
cule worth it has today, but once was a good, a very good, day's
wage.

A RE-ENGRAVED 20 PARA COIN OF ABDUL MEJID

by Samuel Lachman, Haifa, Israel

sate*
Re -engraved coins of the Ottoman
Empire have so far not been re-
ported to the best knowledge of
the writer. Holberton (l) describ-
ed a number of overdated which
would fall into the same category

in a wider sense. The 20 para silver coin of regnal year 20, il-
lustrated here, shows on the reverse a clear doubling of many parts
of the design.

The doubling can best be seen in the word "Kostantiniye" and in
the year "1255"* It can be seen on the original only with the help
of a magnifying glass.

(l) William D. Holberton, "Ottoman Empire Overdates".
Numismatic Messenger, vol. 2, No. 8 (Aug. 1972), pp.182/5.
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MEMBER NOTICE PAGE
Patrick D. Hogan, 6 14 So. Johnson St., Iowa City, Iowa 52240 : The
Oriental Numismatic Society's current Information Sheet will be dis-
tributed soon, entitled "The Peiyang Arsenal Mint", by Richard
Wright, 5pp. Write me for information and membership details.

Paul L. Crocker, 400 Montgomery St., Lake City, Fla. 52055 . I would
like to correspond with interested members regarding the coins and
pre-Columbian artifacts of Central America.

Robert R. Rezny, ll4ll East l4 Mile, Sterling Heights, Mich. 48077 ‘

Mexican counterfeit coins needed for reference work. Will buy,

trade, or accept donations.

Milt Blackburn, Box 5^014, Station L, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
v6p 6C5~1 WANTED to complete by Rhodesia and Nyasaland collection
in BU: 1956 3d., 6d. and half-crown. Most pre-1973 British
Honduras banknotes also needed, preferably in CU but lower grades
acceptable.

Brian Altman, 57 Eton Overlook, Rockville, MD 2085O : BUNGTOWN
COPPERS OF GEORGE III -- Interested in die varieties, information,
etc. Correspondence invited.

NEW VARIETY FOR TURKISH BILLON Y25

For the January 1975 issue of the NI BULLETIN I wrote an article

describing the Turkish Y24 and Y25 varieties. It has since been

brought to my attention (by Jem Sultan) that the year 25 of Y25

has a different obverse than the years 26 and 27 listed for the

former OBV 1. I have now named the obverse for year 25 OBV 1

and the former OBV 1 is now renamed OBV 1A. The descriptions for

OBV 1 and OBV LA follow:

OBV 1 Tughra'a "nose" points to loop, left line of

tughra points above loop, "medium" tughra, small

"sanah". Exists on year 25*

OBV 1A -- Tughra 's "nose" points above loop, left line of

tughra points to loop, "small" tughra, small

"sanah". Exists on years 26 and 27*

The Y25 year 27 formerly described as OBV 1 is now OBV 1A. The

description for OBV 2 for Y25 is the same as described in the

January article.

It is possible that year 25 exists with OBV 1A and year 26 exists

with OBV 1. This is pure speculation at present - based on the

observation of other Turkish coins of Abdul Hamid II. It is pos-

sible that other variations of Y24 and Y25 may be discovered.

The author would appreciate knowledge of any such discovery.

Richard L. Stearns
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